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Airport Development with Automated 
People Mover Systems 

WILLIAM J. SPROULE 

The ability of many airports to handle future air passenger de
mands is constrained by the capacity of terminals or ground access 
facilities. Various transportation systems to reduce walking dis
tances and provide for efficient movement of passengers in the 
airport should be studied. Though the impetus for the develop
ment of automated people mover (APM) systems was the desire 
to develop less labor-intensive solutions to urban transit prob
lems, one of the major applications has been at airports. Unique 
development opportunities have evolved. APM systems currently 
operating at airports and the characteristics of five airport projects 
under development are described, and lessons in the application 
of APMs are identified. 

Air passenger traffic continues to grow at dramatic rates . The 
growth has put added pressure on airport facilities , and conges
tion and delays have become unacceptable at many airports. 
As a result, plans are being developed and implemented to 
cope with this growth. The plans range from major modern
ization and expansion projects aimed at increasing capacity 
at existing airports to the construction of new airports. 

The objective in the planning of air passenger terminals is 
to achieve an acceptable balance between passenger conven
ience, operating efficiency, facility investment, and aesthetics. 
One measure of convenience is walking distance. Most au
thorities agree that 600 to 700 ft (180 to 220 m) is a reasonable 
design criterion for passenger walking distances in a terminal 
and that anything longer than 1,000 ft (300 m) is unacceptable 
(1). However, as terminal buildings are expanded, walking 
distances increase. At some airports, it may not be possible 
to expand an individual terminal because of site constraints, 
and an additional terminal or satellite must be constructed 
elsewhere on the site. As a result, the consideration of various 
transportation systems to reduce walking distances and pro
vide for the efficient movement of passengers in the airport 
has become more common. 

There appear to be three broad classifications of these 
systems: 

1. Driver-controlled systems, which are operated by a driver 
(e.g., buses, vans, mobile lounges, and tow trains or carts); 

2. Continuous systems, which are nonintermittent and are 
under the control of a switch (e .g., moving walkways and 
escalators); and 

3. Automated systems, which are under the control of an 
automated device [e.g., automated people mover (APM) 
systems). 
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Each system has characteristics that make it appropriate 
for its application. Because no single system can satisfy all 
the transportation requirements encountered at various air
ports, each airport must determine which system is best suited 
to its needs. Several different systems can often be seen at 
one airport. The application of APM systems at airports is 
examined in this paper. 

AP Ms 

An APM is an advanced transportation system in which au
tomated, driverless vehicles operate on fixed guideways along 
an exclusive right-of-way. These systems are also known as 
automated guideway transit, people movers, and by various 
other names. 

APMs come in a variety of designs. They can be rubber 
tired, steel wheeled, suspended, or drawn by cables. De
pending on the supplier, there are differences in guiding, 
switching, and control concepts. However, they have a num
ber of characteristics in common. 

First, they are smaller, lighter, and more maneuverable 
than light rail or heavy rail transit vehicles. Vehicle capacities 
can range from 4 to 6 passengers in small vehicles to more 
than 150 passengers in larger vehicles . Vehicles can be linked 
to form trains. Second, because of the typical short ride du
ration and frequent stops on most systems, the vehicles are 
usually designed to carry a large standing load of passengers 
with few seats. Third, the vehicles are designed for fully au
tomated operation with no driver or attendant on board . Aside 
from potential savings associated with driverless operations, 
opportunities for short headways and service capabilities to 
better meet demands are possible. 

Although the impetus for the development of APMs was 
provided by the desire to develop less labor-intensive solu
tions to urban transit problems, one of the major applications 
has been at airports. The features that have made them at
tractive for consideration at airports include operational flex
ibility, reliability, cost-effectiveness, environmental aspects, 
safety, and image. 

AIRPORT SYSTEMS 

Today, there are 11 airports with APM systems. Eight are in 
the United States, two are in the United Kingdom, and one 
is in Singapore. The systems can be categorized into two 
groups: (a) intraterminal, for the movement of passengers in 
a terminal or between the central area and a satellite building; 
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and (b) airport circulation, for the movement of passengers 
on the airport site between terminals, parking lots, and re
gional rapid transit stations. 

Although there are several variations of these basic groups, 
the most common systems operate in a shuttle configuration 
within a terminal. The characteristics of operating airport 
systems are summarized in Table 1. 

The first application of an APM system was at Tampa In
ternational Airport. In a review of major airport terminals at 
the time, it was found that walking distances tended to in
crease with the growth of air passengers, because lengthening 
of piers was the common means of expanding capacity. In 
virtually all cases the walking distances were greater than 
generally accepted maximum guidelines, and walking dis
tances were especially long for passengers who had to transfer 
between airlines. A separation of landside functions from 
airside functions was advanced as an effective solution for 
airport terminal design to reduce walking distances. This would 
also group related passenger and aircraft processing more 
efficiently. The solution became known as the "satellite" con
cept. However, it was realized that the success of any such 
concept would depend on a means of transferring air passen
gers efficiently and comfortably between airside and landside. 
The revolutionary terminal opened in 1971 with a central 
landside terminal and four airside facilities, all connected by 
APM vehicles that shuttle on elevated guideways between the 
components. Similar shuttle configurations have been incor
porated in the design of terminal facilities in Miami, Orlando, 
Las Vegas, and Gatwick airports. Present expansions at the 
Tampa and Orlando airports have incorporated shuttles to 
new airside buildings. Construction in Tampa to link a parking 
lot with the term inal building by using an APM system Im 
recently started. 

TABLE 1 CURRENT AIRPORT APMs 

Airporl Description 

T•mp:.i lntern::tlloru.I ShuttlllJ connect landslt!t- 1c-rmln.al lo 4 Blnlde b1.1lldin8'. Shuulcr oidclod \o 
new airside building in 1987. 

Houston Cl~f loop COnt\C<:'ti: 3 air umnl11als, hotel, and remote parking area. System 
1ntercontinental extcodcd n 1990 for new termln.'tt 

Seattle-Tacoma Two loops <ont1«t«f by sh1.mlc S:f!l"\•ke. Each IQOp opqtilJ~ 1n one direction 
International and Unks c~nltAI u.•rminal with ll sa1e.11ite in a umncl unde:r "pron. 

Dallas-Fort Worth Nehvork for p;q:Hngcrs and emplo)'('(>S. connects 4 terminal buildings, hotel, 
International and ni:mOte p.11rklna .:ueas. Called "'Alrlr.a~. 

Atlanta Hartsfield System Unkt 2 l.uid1J.lde terminL'll • wllh ii remote airside buildings. Operates 
International in Transport4tionM111I tunnel uod r! t 11 pro1,, 

Miami International Shu.Ull! bt-tween landside terminal and aif$ldQ building. Cars on train 
re!Crvtd for passengers who have not completed U.S. Customs entry 
prO«>duros. 

Orlando International ShuttJes C(>flnt'Ct landside terminal to 2 air.>ide buildings. Shutlle added to 
new airsidt building in 1989. 

Gatwick, London, U,K. Shuttle between landside terminal and airside building. 

Second system shuttle to link new North terminal to South terminal and 
British Rail train station. 

Birmingham, U.K. Shuttle between new terminal and British Rail train station, Maglev 
vehicles. 

Las Vegas Mc:Carran Shuttle between landside tenninal and ai~lde building. 
International 

Singapore Changi Shuttles Unk landside and airside stations In two tenninals. 
lnUlMIUiom'I\ 
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At Seattle-Tacoma Airport, planners were faced with the 
need to expand the terminal but were constrained by the site, 
so a people mover system was used to link the existing ter
minal building with two new satellite buildings. The system 
consists of a shuttle in the main terminal building and two 
one-way loops located in tunnels under the apron. 

Other airports have more elaborate networks. At Houston 
Intercontinental Airport, a people mover is located in a tunnel 
and connects four terminals, a hotel, and parking areas. At 
Atlanta Hartsfield Airport a variation of the landside-airside 
concept was developed to accommodate the large number of 
transferring passengers. An APM operates in a tunnel located 
under the apron and links the main landside terminal with 
four concourses or airside buildings. Passengers can also walk 
or use moving walkways in the tunnel between buildings. 

The most extensive system opened in 1974 at Dallas-Fort 
Worth International Airport. On a network of overlapping 
routes, vehicles transport passengers and airport employees 
between four terminals, a hotel, two remote parking areas, 
and a maintenance facility. The system, known as Airtrans, 
has about 13 mi (20.9 km) of single-lane guideway and 32 
stations. Studies are under way to change the system to ac
commodate possible expansion and changes in American Air
lines operations at the airport. 

People mover shuttles have been developed to link air ter
minals at Gatwick and Birmingham airports with British Rail 
train stations. 

PLANNED AIRPORT SYSTEMS 

Several airports have APM systems in various stages of de
velopment, and many airports have included people movers 

Stut of Contigwation L•nglh of Number of System Supplie.t 
Service Cu1dew.1 Stations 

lW.l 4·•hultl05 I.~ mll<'!I 8 AEG Westlul)hoU.SO 
(22 km) 

1987 shuttle 0.5 miles AEC Westinghouse 
(0.8 km) 

1972 closed loop in 1.5 miles WEDway - replaced an original system by 
luMei (LJ km) Rohr, 1981 : WEDway system now available 

1990 0 2 miles from TGl-Bombardier 
(0.3 miles) 

1973 2 loops in tunnel 1-7 miles AEG Westinghouse 
and shuttle leg (2 7 km) 

1974 network of 13 miles 32 Vought Corporation 
overlapping (20.9 km) 
routes 

1980 pinched loop 2-4 miles 10 AEG Westinghouse 
with tumbacks (3.8 km) 
in tunnel 

1980 shuttle 0.5 miles AEG Westinghouse 
(0.8 km) 

1981 2 shuttles 15 miles AEG Westinghouse 

1989 shuttle 
(2.4 km) 

2 AEG Westinghouse 
0.7 miles 
(11 km) 

1983 shult\e 0.4 miles AEG Westinghouse 

1988 shuttle 
(06 km) AEG Westinghouse 
1.5 mlles 
(2.4 km) 

1984 shuttle 04 miles People Mover Group - a consortium of 
(06 km) British Rall, British Government, and 

engineenng companies. 

1985 shuttle 0,5 mJles AEG Westinghouse 
(0.8 km) 

1989 2 shuttles 0.8 miles AEG Westinghouse 
(lJkrpl 
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in their long-range master plans (2,3). The characteristics of 
five projects in the United States are summarized in Table 2 
to show some unique applications. 

Chicago 

O'Hare Airport is currently undergoing a major program of 
modernization and expansion. An APM system is included 
in the program. The system is being built by Matra, a French 
company, and will connect a remote parking lot, rental car 
facilities, a future international terminal, and the existing do
mestic terminals. Initially there will be three stations in the 
terminal area. A fourth station, serving the international ter
minal, will be added when that terminal is complete. From 
the terminal area, the guideway will proceed north to a long
term parking lot. A station serving rental car facilities has 
been proposed, and the O'Hare master plan envisions future 
extension of the system to serve additional remote parking 
lots and airport-related activity centers , such as hotels and 
office complexes. The system is now under construction, and 
it is expected that service will begin in 1991. 

Pittsburgh 

At Greater Pittsburgh International Airport, design is under 
way on a midfield terminal complex to accommodate pro
jected passenger traffic growth. An APM system will shuttle 
passengers between a landside terminal and an airside build
ing in a tunnel that will also include a pedestrian walkway. 
Construction is under way, and the system is scheduled to 
open in 1992. 

Denver 

Planning is under way for a new airport to replace Stapleton 
International. The proposed terminal concept is similar to 
Atlanta Hartsfield, in which an underground people mover 
system links a landside terminal with airside buildings. The 
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system will operate as a "pinched loop" with trains traveling 
from the landside terminal to airside buildings on one guide
way. At the last airside station, trains switch to the adjacent 
guideway and return to the landside building. The first phase 
of the system will serve three airside buildings. The system 
is scheduled to be operational in 1993-1994, when the new 
airport opens. 

New York (Kennedy International Airport) 

One of the most ambitious systems currently under design is 
at Kennedy International Airport in New York City. The 
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey has recently 
embarked on a major program to modernize and expand 
Kennedy. 

The major bottleneck at Kennedy is the terminal roadway 
or ring road, which serves the unit terminals. To reduce 
congestion, the Port Authority plans to build a new trans
portation center building in the center of the terminal area. 
New access roads will be built to serve the transportation 
center, and this building will be linked to five unit terminals 
with APM systems. Provisions are being made to link to other 
unit terminals and other airport activity areas. 

To relieve traffic congestion on the ring road, all public 
transit vehicles will be required to use the transportation cen
ter. Here passengers will be able to buy tickets, check and 
claim baggage, and enjoy the typical airport terminal amen
ities. From the transportation center, passengers will be shut
tled to their terminal on a people mover system. Passengers 
connecting between terminals will simply ride a shuttle to the 
transportation center and then transfer to another shuttle and 
ride to their connecting terminal. 

Completion of the project was anticipated for the mid-
1990s, but the start of construction has been delayed and 
terminal redevelopment plans are under review. 

Newark 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey has also 
started a major improvement program for the ground access 

TABLE 2 SELECTED AIRPORT APMs UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

Airport 

Chicago O'Hare 
International 

Pittsburgh 
International 

New Denver 
International 

New York Kennedy 
International 

Description Start of Configuration Length of Number of 
Service Guideway Stations 

System links remote parking with domestic 1991 pinched loop 2.6 miles 
terminal. Plans to add stations at rental car facility with tumbacks (4.3 km) 
and new international terminal. 

Shuttles connect landside terminal to airside 1992 shuttle in 0.9 miles 2 
building. tunnel (1.5 km) 

System links landside terminal with 3 remote 1993 - pinched loop 2.3 miles 8 
airside buildings. 1994 with tumbacks (3.9 km) 

in tunnel 

Shuttles connect new Transportation Center to 5 unit mid - 5 shuttles on 10 
terminals. 1990's elevated 

guideways 

Newark International System links 3 tenninals with 2 Jong term parking 1994 pinched loop 1.8 miles 5 
Jots. with tumbacks (2.9 km) 

System Supplier 

Matra 

AEG Westinghouse 

AEG Westinghouse 

AEG Westinghouse 

Vol Roll Transport 
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facilities at Newark International Airport. In addition to ma
jor roadway realignments and an increase in parking capacity, 
an APM system will be built. Initially the system will have 
five stations that will link three passenger terminals with park
ing lots. Future expansion will include a station at which pas
sengers can transfer to a proposed regional rail system. 

The unique aspect of this APM system is that it will use a 
building envelope and guideway supporting structures that 
were incorporated in the original terminal design developed 
more than 20 years ago. Vol Roll Transportation has been 
awarded contracts to provide the superstructure, vehicles, and 
controls. Construction is expected to be completed in 1994. 

APPLICATIONS 

APM systems have been used in various airport applications. 
As mentioned earlier, the applications can be grouped into 
two categories, intrntermimd Clnd <lirport circulation. Intra
terminal service systems are typically important components 
of new terminals and are "must ride" systems (that is, no 
other choice is available). Airport circulation systems have 
been used to link passenger terminals with each other and 
with parking areas, hotels, regional rapid transit stations, and 
other activity centers on site. The increased use of APMs, 
together with the variety of possible applications, has led to 
an assortment of network configurations (4). Examples of the 
basic categories and network configurations are shown in Fig
ure 1. 

APM systems have unique performance capabilities and 
characteristics. A planner has a wide latitude in configuring 
a system to match the needs at an airport. The potential to 
extend service off site and link hotels, offices, remote parking 
lots, rental car facilities, and other major activity centers with 
the airport has been identified. The potential is unlimited. 

Comparisons of APMs with other possible modes are usu
ally site specific. Selection of a transportation system is largely 
a matter of local decision and is based on local requirements 
and desired standards of service for the airport (5). Studies 

Curronl Sn 1ems 
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generally follow a conventional systems approach, developing 
measures of effectiveness , generating alternative courses of 
action, modeling performance, carrying out a multicriteria 
evaluation of alternatives , and then selecting the preferred 
alternative. 

EXPERIENCE 

Since the first APM system was incorporated in the passenger 
terminal at Tampa International Airport almost 20 years ago, 
several lessons have been learned. This experience has been 
documented in several reports (6-8), and some of the most 
important lessons are summarized as follows. 

1. Consider the application of an APM system early in the 
planning process to ensure good design integration. 

2. Recognize that the most successful systems have been 
the simplest. 

3. Plan as much flexibility into the system as possible to 
respond to changing conditions at an airport. 

4. Involve system suppliers early in the planning process. 
5. Select the technology and the system supplier at the ear

liest possible date so that the specific requirements of the 
selected system can be incorporated to achieve design and 
construction cost efficiencies. 

6. Recognize that system reliability is important. A system 
failure could severely disrupt airport operations. 

7. Consider the degree of commitment of the system sup
plier. Many firms have abandoned the APM market, and this 
has caused some difficulties in obtaining replacement parts. 

8. Exercise caution when a supplier proposes that an in
stallation be used as a "test bed" to prove a new system. New 
systems must be tested, but the risks and benefits must be 
carefully weighed. 

9. Plan the system so that it is easy to use. Design clear 
information and instructions on how to use the system. 

10. Hire and retain good operations and maintenance 
personnel. 

Srl~ctcd s,·~tcms Undtr ()evtloomtnt 

Categories Tmnpa I Ho•nlon I Suttle· I 0'11.,·Fort I Monla I Miomi I O.lordo I Go1wiek, 1 Bmninghom I U.s Vegos I Singopo<e 
T""1!.1. Worth London U.K. 

~!" I Pill•bU<gh I New Denver I N.Y. I NcwRrii: 
Kaurlv U:i.temat1ooal 

INTRA-TERMINAL ee e e e Shuttle Alignment e I e 
Loop Alignment 

Transportation Mall e e 
AIRPORT CIRCULATION e Terminal - Terminal e e e 

Terminal - Parking Lots e e e e 
Terminal -Transit Station e e 
Terminal - Olher Services on e e e Site e Transportation Center 

FIGURE 1 Applications of airport APMs. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

APM systems have proved themselves in various airport ap
plications. The range of performance capabilities and network 
configurations of this advanced transportation mode provides 
the airport planner with exciting opportunities. APM systems 
have become important components in the development of 
new airside-landside passenger terminal concepts. The trans
portation mall and the transportation center are two examples 
of new applications of these systems. The success of APMs 
has also led to the examination of various airport circulation 
systems to link passenger terminals with each other and with 
parking areas, hotels, regional rapid transit stations, and other 
activity centers both in and adjacent to the airport. Imagi
native uses of APM systems are being considered. 

Although the selection of transportation systems for moving 
people in an airport is largely a local decision based on local 
requirements and desired standards of service, it is expected 
that interest in APMs will grow. The ability of many airports 
to handle future air passenger demands is constrained by the 
capacity of terminals or ground access facilities. Airports are 
searching for better ways to move people. 
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